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Escape the Dark Castle is a casual, cooperative adventure game for 1-4 players, 
with a focus on atmosphere, player interaction, and fun – perfect for newcomers 
to tabletop gaming. It takes 2 minutes to set up, lasts around 30 minutes, and each 
castle is randomly generated so no two games are ever the same. 

The rules are simple. You’ll be able to get started within 5 minutes and you can 
learn as you play. 

One word of warning – despite its simple nature this devious game will often 
defeat you! If you fail, try again - we hope you’ll still have fun exploring the castle 
every time, regardless of the outcome.

Wrongfully incarcerated in the depths of The Dark Castle, you and your fellow 
prisoners now embark on a desperate quest to escape. However, the castle is a 
treacherous place, filled with horrors, traps, and challenges – each of which is 
represented in the game by a large, beautifully illustrated chapter card. 

The object of the game is to overcome every card in the castle deck while keeping 
everyone in your group alive. If you do this, you all Escape the Dark Castle and 
win the game together. However, if anyone dies along the way, the game ends 
immediately and you must try again!

Welcome, prisoner...

The Object of the Game
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35 x Item Cards
partially

rotten apple
food

Discard to restore 1hp
to your character.
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decayed blade

In combat, whenever you 
roll wisdom you may

re-roll and choose which
of the two results to apply.

weapon (one-handed)
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brew of
might

potion

Discard to apply a single
might at any time.
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9 x Chapter Dice

6 x Character Dice

MILLER COOK

45 x Chapter Cards

As a group, choose one option:Bribe: Discard one item and he will forget he ever saw you.

Misdirect: Nominate a player to roll wisdom in one attempt.

Success: You befuddle the guard with a riddle and move on.

Failure: �e guard tries to detain you. You struggle free and 

escape, but all players lose 1hp during the scu�e

A drunken guard stops you and demands to know your 

business. His breath is vile.

1

As a group, choose one option: 

 Flee: You get away, but you lose 3hp �ghting o� the ghoul.

Fight: Begin combat, but you are so fearstruck that any 

wisdom you roll this chapter has no e�ect. 

You hear a scream from behind and turn around too late to 

avoid the clutches of a lurching ghoul.

You lose 1hp.

Draw two item cards.

To enter this door you are forced to push aside thick, 

thorn-covered vines. �ey spring into life and haul YOU into 

the thicket. 

Hacking at the aggressive weeds eventually causes them to 

recede through cracks in the old stone walls, leaving behind the 

belongings of previous victims.

1

�is passage takes you past dark, unlocked cells. From inside, 
the sound of bony hands clutching steel is unmistakable...

You must endure the pain until your abscence is noticed and 
you are rescued.
Roll your character dice �ve times. For each roll that is not 
might or a double, you lose 1hp

You are dragged down a side passage and knocked 
unconscious. You awake strapped to a table where a man in a 
	lthy apron is scraping rust from a jagged blade. You are to be 
a test subject for the castle’s torturer.

3 x Boss Cards
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“Your pitiful trinkets are no match for my dark magic!”

The Dark One

3

As you enter the Dark One’s presence, any items you are 
carrying vaporise. Discard them now.

Begin combat...

6 x Character Cards
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1 x Scorepad

4 x Pencils

1 x Start Card
Turn over to begin...

components
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setting up the game

•	 Shuffle the chapter cards and deal 15 
face-down to form the castle deck.

•	 Shuffle the boss cards and place 1 
face-down underneath the castle 
deck. 

•	 Place the Start Card on top of the 
castle deck, with the image of the 
castle face-up.

•	 Shuffle the item card deck and place 
it face down to the right of the castle 
deck.

•	 Place the chapter dice in a pool 
above the castle deck.

Lay out the character cards and 
corresponding character dice where 
all players can see them. The etchings 
on each character’s cell wall show 
how well-possessed they are of the 
following traits:

The number beside each symbol 
shows how many times the symbol 
appears on that character’s unique 
character dice.

Note: Two sides of each character’s 
dice are doubles, which look like 
this:

Each player should choose which character they would like to play, place that 
character card face-up in front of them, and take the corresponding character 
dice. Tip: A balanced team has the best chance of success.

Each player will need to keep track of their character’s health points (hp) using the 
pads and pencils provided. The starting hp for each character varies according to 
the number of players in the game:

During the game characters will gain and lose hp but can never exceed their 
starting hp.

might cunning wisdom

1) Create the Castle

2) Choose characters

3) Set Health Points

1 or 2 players: 18hp each        3 players: 14hp each        4 players: 12hp each

Turn over to begin...
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playing the game

Gameplay involves turning over the chapter cards one by one, and completing the 
challenges revealed. 

Turn Order
There is no turn order. Instead, you must decide as a group which player 
will turn the next chapter card. But be warned, chapters sometimes contain 
grisly consequences which only apply to the player that turned the card. Such 
consequences are indicated with a bolded you.

Turning Chapter Cards
When turning a chapter card, place it face-up to the left of the castle deck, as 
though you had turned the page of a book. Read the italic text aloud to the group 
to set the scene. Then follow the instructions to complete the chapter.

Tip: Don’t skip the italic text. This game is all about atmosphere and storytelling.

Completing Chapters & winning the game
The instructions on each chapter card will explain what must be done to complete 
the chapter. You may be asked to make a choice, roll dice, use items, fight an 
enemy etc. 

When you have completed a chapter, continue turning and completing chapter 
cards until you Escape the Dark Castle by defeating the Boss and win, or until a 
character is killed and you lose the game.

Good luck, prisoners…
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item cards

Drawing Items
When instructed to draw a number of item cards, first draw and place them 
face-up where all players can see, the decide as a group how the items will be 
distributed. 

Carrying Items
Each character can carry a maximum of two items, think of it as one item in each 
hand. The items a character is carrying should be placed beside their character 
card. 

Some items are described as ‘two-handed’ which means a character cannot carry 
any other items at the same time. 

Trading Items
Items can be traded between characters, but only after a chapter has been 
completed, or when new item cards are being drawn. Items can not be traded 
during the events of a chapter or during combat. 

When trading item cards, or choosing which item cards to take from those just 
drawn, characters can temporarily put down items already in their possession, use 
items, pass items between characters, or any combination of this. 
Unwanted items are left behind and should be placed face-up in a discard pile 
beside the item deck.

Using Items
Items can be used at any time unless the item card indicates otherwise. The text on 
each item card describes what it does. Some items must be discarded when used, 
but unless instructed to do so you can keep an item for as long as you like.

Tip: When a chapter requires a player to roll a certain result ‘ in one attempt’, that 
single attempt includes the use of items if the player wishes. For example, you could 
discard a Liquid Luck potion to re-roll your dice and it will still only count as a single 
attempt.
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combat

When instructed to begin combat, 
follow these steps:

Before ComBat
•	 Place chapter dice beneath the 

chapter card, matching the 
symbols shown at the bottom of 
the chapter card. This row of dice 
represents what it will take to 
defeat the enemy.

 This symbol means you   
 should roll a chapter dice  
 for each player in the game 
and place those dice beneath the 
chapter card in addition to any others 
shown. For example, with 4 players 
you would roll 4 additional chapter 
dice when you see this symbol.
You are now ready to begin combat.

1) Attack
To begin a round of combat, each participating player simultaneously rolls their 
dice to make an attack. Resting players do not roll (see pg.9). Then, in any order 
the players choose, resolve the attacks one at a time as follows: 
If what a player has rolled on their character dice matches any of the chapter 
dice laid out beneath the chapter card, they have scored a hit and may remove 
the corresponding chapter dice, placing it back in the pool above the castle deck. 
doubles count as two hits of the trait shown, so two dice may be removed. 

doubles are also surrounded by a shield symbol. This means that, in addition to 
any hits a character may have scored, they have also blocked (see below).

Combat is fought in rounds. Each round has two simple steps, Attack and Defend.

Tip: When resolving attacks, pay attention to the items each character is carrying. 
Changing the order in which each player resolves their attack (or uses their items) can 
create some useful combinations.

fighting ComBat

2

Begin combat...
Combat Special: Whenever you would remove a chapter dice by 
hitting this enemy, roll it instead. If the result is wisdom, do not 
remove it - put it back, wisdom side up.

Where there was once �esh and fur, the bones of this skeletal 
beast now crackle with the menacing power of dark magic.

D
C
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Tip: While only one player can rest each round, it is possible for multiple players to 
rest on different rounds of the same combat by taking it in turns.

2) Defend
If any chapter dice remain after each character’s attack has been fully resolved, 
the enemy is still alive and attacks back! Any character participating in the 
combat who did not roll a block, now takes damage equal to the attack value of 
the enemy:

Characters who take damage should subtract this number from their hp and 
note their new total. Characters who rolled a double have blocked and take no 
damage this round.

2

This ends a round of combat. 
Begin the next round by simultaneously rolling to make another attack, and 
continue fighting rounds of combat until the enemy is defeated or a player is killed

Defeating an Enemy
If, after you fully resolve a round of player attacks, all chapter dice have been 
removed, the enemy is immediately defeated and it does not make a final attack 
against the players.

After Combat
When you have defeated an enemy, draw one item card. 
Then, choose which player will turn the next chapter card and continue the game.

Combat Specials
Some enemies have a special combat ability which is explained on the card. These 
often break the standard rules of combat in a devious way, making for fearsome 
opponents. Keep combat specials in mind while fighting.

Resting
At the beginning of each combat round, before any dice are rolled, one player can 
choose to rest – hanging back from the fight to momentarily recuperate. A resting 
player does not roll to attack, does not take damage and cannot use items. Instead, 
that player gains 1hp for each round they rest. 

The resting player can re-join combat at the beginning of any round they choose, 
or can rest for the entire combat if they wish.
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1) You must decide which of your two characters is turning each   
 chapter  card before you turn it. Any you effects in the text of   
 that chapter will apply only to that character. 

2) When instructed to draw cards, roll dice, or do anything ‘per   
 player’, in a solo game this should be read as ‘per character’.

Escape the Dark Castle is designed to be as good with 1 player as it is with 
4.  To play a solo game, simply choose any two characters and begin the 
game as normal. You will make all the decisions and dice rolls yourself. 
There are just two things to note: 

Solo play
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the adventure continues...

Available now at themeborne.com
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